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Abstract

We introduce two new algebraic formulations for the notion of ’quantum metric on noncom-
mutative space’. For a compact noncommutative space associated to a unital C*-algebra,
our quantum metrics are elements of the spatial tensor product of the C*-algebra with itself.
We consider some basic properties of these new objects, and state some connections with
the Rieffel theory of compact quantum metric spaces.

1. Introduction

There are at least two mathematically rigorous algebraic formulations for the notion of ‘quantum (noncommutative) metric space’ in the
literature. The famous one is due to Rieffel, and the other has been recently introduced by G. Kuperberg and N. Weaver. Following some
ideas from Connes [1, Chapter VI] in noncommutative Riemannian geometry [2], Rieffel has introduced the notions of ‘compact quantum
metric space’ and ‘quantum Hausdorff-Gromov distance’ [6, 7, 8]. In his theory, a compact quantum metric space q is identified with the
state space of a unital C*-algebra A (or more generally, with the state space of an order unit space) together with a weak*-compatible metric
which must be induced by a ‘Lipschitz seminorm’ on A via Monge-Kantorovich’s formula. Thus, in the Rieffel theory, the role of quantum
metrics is played by Lipschitz seminorms. In Kuperberg-Weaver theory [4] the noncommutative space is distinguished by a von Neumann
algebra M ⊆ L(H ) and the role of quantum metric is played by a specific one-parameter family {Vt}t≥0 of weak closed operator systems
in L(H ) such that V0 = M ′. This construction also can be characterized by a specific “quantum distance function” between projections of
the von Neumann algebra M ⊗̄L(`2).
The notion of ‘quantum metric’ recently has been considered by many authors. See [5, 9, 10, 11] and references therein. In this note, we
introduce two new models for ‘quantum metrics on noncommutative spaces’. Our formulations are natural translations of the concept of
‘(ordinary) metric’ into noncommutative geometric language. In Section 2, we give our first model for quantum metrics based on ‘atomic
representation’ of C*-algebras. We also consider some basic properties of this model. In Section 3, we show that there is no quantum metric
of the first model on ‘noncommutative two point space’. In Section 4, we consider a relation between our first model and the Rieffel’s model
of quantum metrics. In Section 5, we introduce our second model of quantum metrics.

2. The first new model of quantum metrics

For preliminaries on C* and von Neumann algebras we refer the reader to [3] or [12]. Let X be a compact metrizable space. A function ρ is
a compatible metric on X if and only if ρ ∈ C(X 2) = C(X )⊗̌C(X ) and the following five conditions are satisfied for x,y,z ∈X .

(1) ρ(x,y)≥ 0.
(2) ρ(x,x) = 0.
(3) If ρ(x,y) = 0, then x = y.
(4) ρ(x,y) = ρ(y,x).
(5) ρ(x,y)≤ ρ(x,z)+ρ(z,y).

Let A be a unital C*-algebra. Suppose that an element ρ ∈A ⊗̌A deserves to be called a compatible metric on qA . Then, ρ must satisfy
the following analogues of (1),(4),(5).

(1′) ρ ∈ (A ⊗̌A )+.
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(4′) F(ρ) = ρ , where F : A ⊗̌A →A ⊗̌A denotes the flip.
(5′) M(ρ)≤ ρ⊗1+1⊗ρ , where M : A ⊗̌A →A ⊗̌A ⊗̌A denotes the *-morphism that puts 1 in the mid position, i.e. M(a⊗b) :=

a⊗1⊗b (a,b ∈A ).

There are many ways to state the noncommutative analogues of (2) and (3). But, it seems that the most effective and applicable way is
as follows. Let π : A → L(H ) denote a representation for A by bounded operators on a Hilbert space H . We say that π is an atomic
representation if there is a family {πi : A → L(Hi)} of pairwise inequivalent irreducible representations of A such that π =⊕πi. (Note that
our atomic representations are special cases of the atomic representations defined in [12].) Then, it follows from [3, Corollary 10.3.9] that the
enveloping von Neumann algebra π(A )′′ is equal to ⊕iL(Hi). Let π : A → L(H ) be a faithful atomic representation of A . We consider
A as a subalgebra of L(H ) and write A ′′ for π(A )′′. The characteristic function of the diagonal (w.r.t. π) of qA ×qA is denoted by Pδ

and defined to be the supremum of the family of all projections of the form p⊗ p in A ′′⊗̄A ′′ = (A ⊗̌A )′′ ⊆ L(H ⊗̄H ) such that p ∈A ′′

is a minimal projection. (In the classical case that A = C(X ), if we choose π to be the reduced atomic representation then π(C(X ))′′ is
isomorphic to `∞(X ) and Pδ is identified with the usual characteristic function of the diagonal of X ×X .) The analogues of (2) and (3)
are as follows.

(2′) ρPδ = Pδ ρ = 0.
(3′) Let Hδ denote the the image of the projection Pδ in H ⊗̄H . Then, 0 is not an eigenvalue of the operator ρ|H ⊥

δ

∈ L(H ⊥
δ
).

Definition 2.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let π : A → L(H ) be a faithful atomic representation. A (compatible) quantum metric
w.r.t. π on qA is an element ρ ∈A ⊗̌A satisfying (1′)-(5′). In this case, we call (A ,ρ,π) a compact quantum metric space.

Let (A ,ρ,π) be a compact quantum metric space. Comparing with the classical case, it is natural that we consider the value ‖ρ‖ as the
diameter of ρ . It is clear that if (X ,ρ) is an ordinary compact metric space then (C(X ),ρ,π) is a compact quantum metric space where π

is an arbitrary atomic representation of C(X ). (Indeed, it is easily checked that for any of such representation π(C(X ))′′ is isomorphic to
`∞(X0) where X0 is a dense subspace of X .)
Similar to the case of ordinary metric spaces, we have the following three theorems.

Theorem 2.2. Let ρ1 and ρ2 be quantum metrics on qA w.r.t. the same representation π of A . Then, for every positive real number r,
ρ1 + rρ2 is a quantum metric on qA w.r.t. π .

Proof. Straightforward.

Theorem 2.3. Let (A1,ρ1,π1) and (A2,ρ2,π2) be compact quantum metric spaces and let r be a real number not less than 2−1 max(‖ρ1‖,‖ρ2‖).
Then, (A1⊕A2,ρ,π1⊕π2) is a compact quantum metric space where ρ = ρ1 +ρ2 + r1A1⊗̌A2

+ r1A2⊗̌A1
.

Proof. The conditions (1′) and (4′) are trivial for ρ . (2′) and (3′) follows from the fact that any minimal projection in (π1⊕π2)(A1⊕A2)
′′ =

π1(A1)
′′⊕π2(A2)

′′ is a minimal projection of π1(A1)
′′ or of π2(A2)

′′. Let M,M1,M2 denote the corresponding morphisms as in (5′)
respectively for A1⊕A2,A1,A2. With the notation 1i jk := 1Ai⊗̌A j⊗̌Ak

we have,

M(ρ1)≤M1(ρ1)+2r1121, M(ρ2)≤M2(ρ2)+2r1212.

It follows that,

M(ρ) = M(ρ1)+M(ρ2)+ r1112 + r1122 + r1211 + r1221

≤ M1(ρ1)+M2(ρ2)+2r1121 +2r1212 + r1112 + r1122 + r1211 + r1221

≤ ρ1⊗11 +11⊗ρ1 +ρ2⊗12 +12⊗ρ2 +2r1121 +2r1212 + r1112 + r1122 + r1211 + r1221

≤ ρ1⊗11 +ρ1⊗12 +ρ2⊗11 +ρ2⊗12 + r1121 + r1122 + r1211 + r1212

+ 11⊗ρ1 +12⊗ρ1 +11⊗ρ2 +12⊗ρ2 + r1112 + r1212 + r1121 + r1221

= ρ⊗1+1⊗ρ.

Theorem 2.4. Let (A1,ρ1,π1) and (A2,ρ2,π2) be compact quantum metric spaces. Then, (A1⊗̌A2,ρ,π1⊗π2) is a compact quantum
metric space where

ρ = (ρ1⊗1A2⊗̌A2
+1A1⊗̌A1

⊗ρ2) ∈ (A1⊗̌A1)⊗̌(A2⊗̌A2)∼= (A1⊗̌A2)⊗̌(A1⊗̌A2).

Proof. Straightforward.

3. A non-example

In this section, we show that there is no quantum metric on the two-point noncommutative space qM2. Let A = M2 be the algebra of
complex 2×2 matrices. Then, π = id is an atomic representation of A on H = C2. Let {e1,e2} (resp. { f1, · · · , f4}) denote the Euclidean
basis of C2 (resp. C4). We identify C2⊗C2 with C4 via e1⊗ e1 7→ f1, e2⊗ e2 7→ f4, e1⊗ e2 7→ f2, e2⊗ e1 7→ f3. Then, M2⊗M2 is
identified with M4 via,

∑
i, j,k,`

λi jk`1i j⊗1k` 7→


λ1111 λ1112 λ1211 λ1212
λ1121 λ1122 λ1221 λ1222
λ2111 λ2112 λ2211 λ2212
λ2121 λ2122 λ2221 λ2222

 .
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With these identifications, Pδ is the projection onto the linear subspace generated by f1, f4, f2 + f3, and hence,

Pδ =


1 0 0 0
0 1/2 1/2 0
0 1/2 1/2 0
0 0 0 1

 .

Suppose that ρ ∈M4 satisfies (1′)-(4′). Then, ρ must be of the form,

ρ =


0 0 0 0
0 λ −λ 0
0 −λ λ 0
0 0 0 0

 ,

for some real number λ > 0. The 8×8 matrix M = ρ⊗1+1⊗ρ−M(ρ) is equal to,

M = λ



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 0
0 −1 2 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 2 −1 0
0 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


.

For any vector X = (x1, · · · ,x8) ∈ R8 we have,

λ
−1〈MX ,X〉= (x3− x2− x5)

2 +(x2
3− x2

2− x2
5)+(x6− x4− x7)

2 +(x2
6− x2

4− x2
7).

Thus M is not positive and hence ρ does not satisfy (5′).
Although we just mentioned a negative result on the existence of quantum metrics but it seems that there must be a huge class of quantum
metrics on qMn for n≥ 3.

Question 3.1. Does there exist a quantum metric on qMn for some n≥ 3?

4. Some relation between our first model and Rieffel’s model of quantum metrics

In this section, we consider some relations between our first model of ‘compact quantum metric space’ and the model introduced by Rieffel
[7]. Let (A ,ρ,π) be a compact quantum metric space. We are able to define a new seminorm on A which generalizes the Lipschitz
seminorm for continuous functions on an ordinary metric space. Let H denote the Hilbert space of π and let Hδ be as in (3′). Let ρ−1

denote the inverse of the operator ρ|H ⊥
δ

∈ L(H ⊥
δ
). For any a ∈A , the Lipschitz seminorm ‖a‖Lip are defined to be the (possibly infinite)

value ‖(a⊗ 1− 1⊗ a)ρ−1‖, that is the operator norm of (a⊗ 1− 1⊗ a)ρ−1 as an operator from the image of ρ|H ⊥
δ

into H ⊗̄H . For
a,b ∈A with ab = ba the Leibnitz rule is satisfied:

‖ab‖Lip = ‖(ab⊗1−1⊗ab)ρ−1‖
= ‖(ab⊗1−a⊗b+a⊗b−1⊗ab)ρ−1‖
= ‖[(a⊗1)(b⊗1−1⊗b)+(a⊗1−1⊗a)(1⊗b)]ρ−1‖
≤ ‖(a⊗1)(b⊗1−1⊗b)ρ−1‖+‖(1⊗b)(a⊗1−1⊗a)ρ−1‖
≤ ‖a‖‖b‖Lip +‖a‖Lip‖b‖

Also, it is clear that for any normal element a we have ‖a‖Lip = ‖a∗‖Lip. The seminorm ‖ · ‖Lip gives rise to a semimetric on the state space
S(A ) of A via Monge-Kantorovich formula:

d(φ ,ψ) := sup
a∗=a,‖a‖Lip≤1

|〈φ −ψ,a〉| (φ ,ψ ∈ S(A )).

We give an upper bound for d(φ ,ψ) in the case that φ and ψ are some special pure states of A : Let π be the direct sum of {πi : A →
L(Hi)}. Suppose that i 6= j, and let v and w be two unit vectors respectively in Hi and H j. Let φ and ψ be pure states on A defined
respectively by a 7→ 〈πi(a)v,v〉 and a 7→ 〈π j(a)w,w〉. Let a be a self-adjoint element of A with ‖a‖Lip ≤ 1. Since v⊗w ∈H ⊥

δ
, we have

‖a(v)⊗w− v⊗a(w)‖ ≤ ‖ρ(v⊗w)‖. Thus,

|〈φ −ψ,a〉|2 = 〈a(v),v〉2 + 〈a(w),w〉2−2〈a(v),v〉〈a(w),w〉
≤ 〈a(v),a(v)〉+ 〈a(w),a(w)〉−2〈a(v),v〉〈a(w),w〉
= 〈a(v),a(v)〉〈w,w〉+ 〈a(w),a(w)〉〈v,v〉−2〈a(v),v〉〈a(w),w〉
= ‖a(v)⊗w− v⊗a(w)‖2 ≤ ‖ρ(v⊗w)‖2.

This shows that d(φ ,ψ)≤ ‖ρ(v⊗w)‖.
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5. The second new model of quantum metrics

As we saw above, the most problematic part of the definition of a quantum metric is the translation of conditions (2) and (3). We now translate
these conditions in another way where there is no using of enveloping von Neumann algebras. Let A be a unital spatially continuous
multiplication C*-algebra, that means the multiplication of A , m : a⊗b 7→ ab, is continuous w.r.t. spatial tensor norm (e.g. A is abelian or
finite dimensional). For ρ ∈A ⊗̌A satisfying (1′), consider the following conditions.

(2′′) m(ρ) = 0.
(3′′) For every positive element ν ∈A ⊗̌A with m(ν) = 1 and F(ν) = ν , the element ρ +ν is invertible in A ⊗̌A .

In the case that A = C(X ), it is easily checked that these conditions coincide with (2),(3).

Definition 5.1. Let A be a unital spatially continuous multiplication C*-algebra. An element ρ ∈ A ⊗̌A which satisfies (1′),(2′′),
(3′′),(4′),(5′) is called an algebraic (compatible) quantum metric on qA . In this case, (A ,ρ) is called an algebraic compact quantum metric
space.

Theorem 5.2. Let (A1,ρ1) and (A2,ρ2) be algebraic compact quantum metric spaces. Then, (A1⊕A2,ρ) is an algebraic compact
quantum metric space where ρ is as in Theorem 2.3.

Proof. We only show that ρ satisfies (3′′). The other conditions are easily checked. Let A := A1⊕A2. Let m,m1,m2 denote respectively
the multiplications of A ,A1,A2, and let F,F1,F2 denote the corresponding flips as in (4′). We have A ⊗̌A =⊕i, j=1,2Ai⊗̌A j. Let ν be
a positive element of A ⊗̌A with m(ν) = 1 and F(ν) = ν . Let νi j ∈ Ai⊗̌A j be such that ν = ∑νi j. Then, νi j is positive and we have
mi(νii) = 1A1 and Fi(νii) = νii. It follows that ρi +νii is invertible in Ai⊗̌Ai, and r1Ai ⊗1A j +νi j is invertible in Ai⊗̌A j for i 6= j. Thus,
ρ +ν is invertible in A ⊗̌A .

Theorem 5.3. Let (A1,ρ1) and (A2,ρ2) be algebraic compact quantum metric spaces such that A1 is commutative. Then, (A1⊗̌A2,ρ) is
an algebraic compact quantum metric space where ρ is as in Theorem 2.4.

Proof. We only show that ρ satisfies (3′′). The other conditions are easily checked. Let m,m2 denote respectively the multiplications
of A ,A2, and let F,F2 denote the corresponding flips as in (4′). Let X denote the Gelfand spectrum of A1. Thus, A1 ∼= C(X ) and
A1⊗̌A2 ∼= C(X ,A2), the algebra of A2 valued continuous functions on X . Let ν ∈ C(X ×X ,A2⊗̌A2) be a positive element with
m(ν) = 1 and F(ν) = ν . Then, for every x,y ∈X , ν(x,y) is positive, m2(ν(x,y)) = 1A2 , and F2(ν(x,y)) = ν(x,y). Thus, ρ2 +ν(x,y) is
invertible in A2⊗̌A2. It follows that 1A1⊗̌A1

⊗ρ2 +ν (which is equal to the function (x,y) 7→ ρ2 +ν(x,y)) is invertible. Thus, ρ +ν is also
invertible.

The main gap in our work is the lack of a nonclassical example:

Problem 5.4. Give an example of a nonclassical (algebraic) quantum metric.
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